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“The Alliance should articulate a new vision
for land conservation in America; be a leader
in what a new era of conservation looks like
and define the end game for conservation.”
– Land Trust Alliance member
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Land Is the Answer
Land tells the story of America: Historically, it shaped us as a people; today,
it is the key to a healthy and secure future for all Americans. It provides pure
drinking water, healthy food, clean air and places to reflect and recreate. Conserved,
well-managed land also provides protection from natural disasters, such as floods
and drought, as well as absorbs and keeps carbon from the Earth’s atmosphere.
No one knows this better than the members of the land trust community, who
demonstrate daily that land is the answer to so many problems that confront our
society. Yet we face a number of serious impediments to our land conservation work.
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges is that most Americans have never heard of
land trusts. Land and land conservation play little or no role in their lives, at least as
far as they are aware. Land trusts continue to rely upon the support and engagement
of a sliver of the American populace — a sliver that is far too uniform in terms of race,
ethnicity, age, affluence and other characteristics.
But there is reason for hope.
Private land conservation reflects American ideals on which we all can agree,
regardless of political leanings or party affiliation. In particular, land trusts champion
an approach to conservation premised on personal initiative, landowner empowerment
and charity — core American values.
Our community can capitalize on these attributes to elevate land conservation as a
priority nationwide. The Land Trust Alliance envisions a reenergized, more relevant
conservation movement in which land trusts join with partners that have not
traditionally identified as conservation organizations around our shared interest in
protecting special places — from urban playgrounds to native prairies, from family
farms to old-growth forests and from coastal wetlands to cactus-studded deserts.
Together we are committed to advancing local conservation initiatives that are
community-based, inclusive, voluntary, nonpartisan and enduring.
We will help people find common ground as they get outside and together see, touch,
smell and protect what is real and what is beautiful. We commit that we will not only
serve communities but actually build communities, planting the seeds for a nation to
come back together, starting with a steadfast love of the land.
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Conservation Goals
To tap the tremendous potential of the land to address societal challenges, and build
on its successes in increasing the pace, quality and permanence of land conservation
in America, the Alliance has set four strategic conservation goals for 2018 – 2022:

RELEVANCE
Elevate land conservation as a priority nationwide with individuals, communities,
the private sector and government at all levels.

RATE
Increase the rate of land conservation, not only in rural and suburban areas,
but also in urban communities that have not been the traditional focus of the
land trust community.

RIGOR
Build healthy, high-performing land trusts to improve the rigor, quality and practice
of land conservation nationally.

RESILIENCE
Defend the land trust community from threats that endanger specific conserved
lands and the viability of the entire community.

“The Alliance should empower local
land trusts with the tools and skills
necessary to be relevant to our
own communities.” — Land Trust Alliance member
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Strategic Approach
To accomplish these goals, the Alliance recommits to the broad strategic approach that

and in the court of public opinion) and promoting the value of land conservation

has enabled the organization to grow and serve our members and mission alike for more

and land trusts to critical audiences nationwide.

than 35 years. Working through our network of members and partners, we will continue
to focus our energies and resources on four distinct but interrelated areas of activity:

COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP
The Alliance provides collaborative leadership to the land conservation sector by

CAPACITY BUILDING

working with the community to identify emerging threats, find practical solutions

The Alliance builds the capacity of land trusts through standards and practices, edu-

and set the agenda for private land conservation nationally.

cational offerings, training curricula, regrants and financial assistance to land trusts,
preparation services related to Terrafirma and accreditation, and other programs.

CONVENING
The Alliance serves as the convener for the land trust community, not only through

ADVOCACY

our annual Rally: The National Land Conservation Conference, but also through land

The Alliance advocates for land trusts at multiple levels by promoting conserva-

trust networks (online and regionally) and strategically in response to moments of

tion-friendly public policies and programs, defending against challenges (in courts

crisis and opportunity.

THE ROLES OF THE
LAND TRUST ALLIANCE

THE ALLIANCE’S IMPACT ON
LAND TRUSTS

LAND TRUSTS’ IMPACT ON
LAND CONSERVATION

CONSERVATION’S IMPACT ON
AMERICA

Capacity Building

More healthy,
high-performing land trusts

Relevance: Elevate
conservation as a priority

Public funding and support
for land conservation

Rate: Conserve more land faster

Americans are
empowered to conserve
our lands and waters,
fostering healthy, vibrant
communities now and for
future generations.

Advocacy
Collaborative
Leadership
Convening

A united land trust community
moving forward together
Early and effective response to
threats and opportunities

Rigor: Improve the quality
and practice of conservation
Resilience: Ensure conserved
land endures
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Priority Initiatives
To address the challenges facing land trusts and advance its four conservation goals,

programs to address emerging threats to the community, as we do through our existing

the Alliance will undertake three broad initiatives from 2018 through 2022:

Land and Climate Program. New programs in this category will include services to help
additional land trusts become eligible for Terrafirma coverage, as well as resources to

INITIATIVE 1

explore mergers, consolidations and shared services models in which large organiza-

Invest in internal organizational capacity needs to make the Alliance a more
vital and sustainable institution

tions assist smaller land trusts in their service territories.

Given all the encouragement and resources provided by the Alliance to land trusts to

INITIATIVE 3

examine, measure and improve organizational health, it is time for us to “walk the talk.”

Design and launch a coalition-based “Relevance Campaign”

Accordingly, we will invest significant resources in our internal systems and organi-

To counter the long-term threat of public apathy and disinterest in land conservation,

zational capacity so we can be more effective and efficient in serving our land trust

the Alliance will design, launch and lead a public engagement campaign to elevate

members long into the future.

the importance of land conservation as a priority in every community. It will reach
Americans from all places and walks of life — not just the rural and exurban areas

INITIATIVE 2

that have been our community’s historic focus, but urban communities as well.

Prioritize and deliver programs and services most important to land trusts

Framed explicitly as a “call to action” campaign rather than a public awareness

The Alliance will continue to prioritize a top tier of programs that have long defined

campaign, the impact of this initiative will be measured in such terms as increased

our institution and speak to the unique role that we can play in the sector. First and

engagement with those who have not traditionally been served or moved by land

foremost, this includes advocating on behalf of the land trust community for govern-

conservation; voter support for land conservation in state and local bond initiatives;

ment policies that support land conservation — the Alliance service that our members

new donors and corporate partners at the local, state and national level; and new

rank as the most important. Other core programs include our standards and prac-

partnerships at national and community levels with other institutions and groups

tices work; education and training; Rally; community conservation; and conservation

that share our common interest in the land. The ultimate measure of success will

defense. To provide services effectively in the field, the Alliance will maintain a robust

be that land and water conservation becomes a priority issue of public concern,

regional staff presence. We will also continue to make available the critical services

with a commensurate investment of national resources.

provided by the Land Trust Accreditation Commission and Terrafirma RRG LLC — two
independent entities affiliated with the Alliance that remain absolutely central to our
vision for the community.
As additional financial resources become available to the Alliance, we commit to building out a second tier of programs and services to be fully responsive to the needs of
land trusts. At the top of the list are our existing Leadership and Excellence programs,
which make significant investments in land trusts that demonstrate their commitment
and ability to transform into high-performing organizations. Likewise, we will invest in

“The Alliance needs to take care of itself
first; it needs to get stronger so it can better
serve us.” — Land Trust Alliance member
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“There should be a national communications
campaign that raises all boats. We need to
tell stories of how people connect to the land.
And the campaign should be one that local
land trusts can tap in to.” — Land Trust Alliance member

Join Us
Our members are at the heart of everything we do. We are proud to support them
through crises and join in celebrating their victories. Most of all, we share their
passion for conservation and are inspired by all they do.
Please join us in our efforts to ensure that land trusts continue their critical work
to empower Americans to conserve our lands and waters and, in so doing, foster
healthy, vibrant communities now and for future generations.

To read the full Land Trust Alliance strategic plan, go to www.lta.org/strategic-plan.
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The mission of the Land Trust Alliance
is to save the places people need and
love by strengthening land conservation
across America.
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